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11. Historic Ownership

original owner Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Railroad
significant laIu owner(s) U. S • Government

[ 12. Construction Dates
original
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1924—2%

[ 13. ArchItect
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[ 14. Site

Lloyd R. Whitson, P. Cowderie Dale
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Describe present and original (~bovm) physical appearance; include style(s) ofarchitectwe.
cwrent condition and relationship to swrourdingfabric (srructwes. objects, etc.). Elaborate
on pertinent niaterioJs used and style(s) ofarchitectwol detailing. embeilitlunents and site delflfh.

The Santa Fe Freight Terminal arid Warehouses are located between
Commerce and Young streets, near Griffin Street, In the heart of
the D~1Th~ central business district and directly adjacent to
the City Hall and Convention Center ~np1ex. Consisting of four
separate buildings connected by a massive underground tmnel
system, the Santa Fe complex stretches across three city
blocks. The twenty story office building and four warehouses
are visually linked by their matthlng light brown and grey brick
and similar fenestration patterns. The builMrigs remain as a
dramatic representation of the immense construction project
required to create them in 1924.

The Santa Fe off1~e bul2dlng, ocristructed beginning in 1924, is
twenty stories in height, built of light tan and grey f ce brick
with light tan cast aricrete detailing. Five bays wide on its
Commerce Street primary elevation, the north-facing builM~ng
sits on a one story base of light brown cast stone cut to
resemble smooth ashlar, which is pierced by deeply recessed
street-level window cpenlngs and a central doub~~ door entrance
topped by an Insoribed sign, “Santa Fe,” In torn surmounted by a
clock built into the stone. Pairs of double hung windows are
separated by brick pilasters rising fifteen stories above the
base to the first of several setbacks; cast stone spandrels
separate each floor’s windows fwm the n~ct.
The five primary
bays are flanked at either end of the building by a bay of
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single, narrow, double hung windows rising above a narrower
street-level thc~~it opening. The bui]L3ing’B five major bays
are further expressed by large, t~iree story arches that sit on
the first floor base, detailed in cast stone with heavy
keystoneS, and that enframe the windows of the second through
ourth floors and help to suggest the Renaissance Revival
stylistic influences evident in the structure’
Above the 16th floor setback, expressed by large cast stone
butresses capping the pilasters below, the fenstration pattern
continues for an~her two stories, above which is a floor marked
by four narrower, double hung windows in each of the five ma)or
bays, above which is another setback. The brick pilasters
flan3dng either end of the five bay section, and separating it
from the single window bays at the end, terminate in half-round
gables In the same wail plane as the rest of the pilaster. A
narrow, barrel-vaulted roof, paralleling the primary building
elevation, terminates the one story penthouse above the second
major setback. The south, or rear, elevatioon of the office
structure mirrors the fl~t, creating a uniform ~ of setbacks
with the narrow, center, barrel—Vaulted top.
Filling approximately half of the depth of the block between
Commerce and Jackson Street, the offk~e buiUing Is connected to
a ten story warehouse wing that rents onto Jackson.
aiarac±erized on each floor by groups of three punched-through
windows alternating with single windows, the nine stories above
street-level have, as has the office wing to the north, been
renovated with replacement, anodized aluminum, double hung
window units. The segmentally arched street-level openings,
origin y storefronts and loading docks, have been infiUed
• with windows and entry doors as a reau]~ of the same renovation.
Santa Fe Unit *2, the second warehouse of the complex, is
located acrces Jackson Street and ~etdies through the dspth of
the block to Wood Street. Connected to Unit fl’s warehouse wing
at the eleventh story roof area by a partially enclosed
skybrl~ge, the second warehouse is ~1m1~l~r to the first in the
use àf a dramatic stacked bond brick of light tan, as well as in
its height and fenestration patte±n. Atop the flat roof of Unit
#2 is a two story structure of brick and stucoo that appears as
two, hipped roof, resldentlafly-SCalDd buildings connected by a
flat roofed, two story passage. This structure, the original
University Club, has been altered a number of times; little of
its original exterior detailing remains. A small masonry
headhouse at the parapet facing Jackson Street serves as the
connection to the skybr1~ge that spans the street. The original
steel casement windows remain throughout Unit *2, as well as in
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UnIt #3, located aoross Wood Street, and Unit #4, located near
#3 across a paved area in the same block and facing south on
Young Street. The latter two warehouses, again, are very
~imiThr to the first in massing, height and materials. Unit 13,
designed oris~lnafly for
cold storage use, Is marked by
the same, regular window patterns, although actual op~nings are
assymetricaily piaced, with intervening areas (where openings
shouii~ cxx~r) expressed with identical, cast stone lintels and
sills and a change in brick pattern.
The multlp~a railroad lines c~necting the four buildings below
grade have been altered through the years, and have been unused
since the 1940s. The massive concrete columns, with bell
capitals and bases, remain to express the original
configurations of the rail lines. The tunnnels begin beneath
Jackson Street at the foundation wail of Unit 11, stretch
beneath the three warehouse buildings and extend out beneath
Young Street to the south of Unit 14.
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Historical Significance

Statement ofhistorical and culiwol significance. Include: cuitwol ir1#luences, pecial events
and u,~or1antpeTSOfla2eL ii~fluences on neighborhood, on the city. etc.

The four buildings of the Santa Fe Freight Terminal and
Wareh~iSeS, connected by an underground network of railroad
tunnels, were construóted beginning in 1924. The massive
complex served to centralize the Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe
Railroad’s transfer and warehousing operations in the heart of
the city while removing the annoying network .of surface railroad
tracks that had plagued downtown traffic for many y
The
railroad headquarters were located in the 20 ~tory Unit
Number 1, facing Commerce street; sample rooms, merchandise
storage and stock rooms In Units 2, 3 and 4 provided a central
warehousing and wholesaling facility for the city, which had
Itself become the major merchandise center of the Southwest.
The brick and terra coda buildingS, visually tied together by
their common use of materials, reflected the simplifying
influences of modern architecture on large buildings
constructi~i. Designed by Dallas architect. Lloyd R. WhitsOn,
along with his
F. Cowderle Dale, the buildings remain
a dramatic visual feature on three
city blocks directly
across from the Dallas city HaU and Convention Center.
-
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e Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe Railroad, a division of the
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe system, was one of numerous rail
lines serving DaU~ at the turn of the century. B~ the early
1920s, the railroad recognized the need for a centralized
freight warehouse and transfer far~4ty, foa’ the city had become
a major com~T1ercjal merchandising and wholesale center in the
Southwest, and showrooms and warehousing space were at a
premium. planning for a new facility was influenced by the
city’s desire to remove the surface railroad tracks that

criss-crossed downtown, lnterf~r1ng with v

and streetcar

traffic. Thus, project arddtect lloyd R. Whitsofl, working with
engineers and railroad planners from the A.T. & S.?., planned
the complex so that the four buildings, lxia line running north
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to south £ix~m Commerce to Young Streets, ~]d be served by up
to three sets of underground railroad tracks branching from a
central subsurface line, which emerged from the ground farther
south near the present site of the Convention Center Memorial
AUditOriUm.

Thirty five to forty rail cars were to enter the tunnel each
day, pu1le~ by “hot water bcttl~’ engines; these were specl~lY
designed to prevent smoke In the main line and its six spurs in
the tunnela by being_“charged” with ste~Th, which would last from
four to five hours, f~m a central, high pressure boiler under
the office building. The warehouse buildings, constru
of
concrete and steel frame, were designed to withstand a 200-pOUnd
live load on each floor and were served by a total of 21 freight
elevators that lifted merchandiSe £~m the basement freighthoUse
to the first floor driveways and platforms and the showrc~flS and
storage facilities on upper floors.
Design
construction of the ~uudings and the 750 foot
long unde rOU1~ freighthouse was to be a massive ~~dext~11g
The prcr~ect’S architeCt, Lloyd WhitsOn, bad been i~yolVed in a
number of significant building pro~ect5 through his former
associafton with the prominent local firm of Lang and Witchell,
and wc~ be remembeX~ for designing the Madical Arts Building
as well is the Santa Fe complex. Whitsofl, in association with
~0~~ulting engineer G.R. ManeY, planned a central concrete
~lxing plant, to be placed In an area between ~ujld1ngs Three
and Four. An elaborate system of overhead chutes an hoisting
towers was designed to deliver the concrete, across up to two
átreets (which remained open to traffic), to the
sites of the tunnels and four ~ujld1flgs. Work on the ~ui1alngs
continued often ~~fld the clock; reportadlY, the concr~t~ ~lxing
plant ran at one poi1it for sixty co~tioU0U5 hours, in order to
keep up with the form builders.
The twenty story Santa Fe office bUildiJ1~ opened In late
1924, providing offices to the railroad and other tenants. The
ttached ten story warehouse, and the three additional
war iouseS, were used for ~orage and showrooms for numerous
iue.rthar1diS~ compafli~ Unit No. Three was designed for celd
~orage. By mi4-1925, the complex was nearlY completS, tenants
alreadY having moved into several of the warehouse units.
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As completion of the second warehouse building, between
Jackson and Wood Streets, neared, it was proposed that a
two-story structure be added atop the building to serve as the
clubhouse for the University Club. Organized In 1916 by several
prominent D~11~ businessmen, ini4i~~11y for gentlemen who had
bad at least two years of college or university edqcation, the
Club “stood for the elevation of social and educational
standards” and “entered Into the constructive movements of the
city.” Chairman of the commiftee diarged in 1924 with ~ecuring
new club quarters was Harry I. l4axson, son of a Santa Fe
Railroad exeoutive. Maxson worked with Lloyd Whitson to design
an elegant two story penthouse, surr~inded by trees, shrubs and
a grassy putting green, to be located “high above the city” atop
the second unit of the Santa Fe buildings. A “skybridge” was
erected, to connect the members’ in
entrance, on the tenth
floor of Santa Fe NO. 1 with the clubhouse. Plans called for
constzucti~i of tennis and handball courts on top of Santa Fe
No. 3, and a formal club garden on top of the warehouse portion
of Unit No. 1.
The new club facility first welcomed its 600 members,
including Lloyd Whitson, premier D~ll~~ architect David R.
Wflhi~m~, WA. Dealey, Eugene DeWitt, J.B. Adoue, Jr., Dr. A.L.
Folsom and Judge .J. E. Cockrefl, in February, 1926. The
pentha~ise featured ~rldi walnut panelling, pilasters and indirect
lighting, “with a toucfi of Egyptian in
in the 50 by 80 foot
auditoriuitVgreat hail, library,, and dining hail. The second
story contained bedrooms for “resident” members and nonresident
• members’ guests. The University Club continued to enjoy use of
the Unit 2 penthouses until the late 1930s, its membership
growing to include Stanley Marcus,
In 1942, the United State Government purdiased the Santa Fe
office building and wareb~se Unit No. 1, convertIng portions of
the building to serve as bead
for the United States Army
8th ServIce Cmmand, as well as an enlistment center.
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Meanwhile, the
university Club having vacated the penthouses above Unit 2,
radio staticai WFAA was broadcasting fi~a the rcaftcp b~flti4~g.
Fed
offices continue to occupy Santa Fe No. 1 in the
late 198 Os, foflowiullg extensive remodeling and removal a
virtually all significant interior elements.
The three
adjacent warehouse structures await new uses, the railroad
tunnels and tracks remaining intact beneath the buildings and
streets.
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F Designation Merit
A. Character, interest or value
as part of the development,
heritage or cultural charac
teristics of the City of Dallas,
State of Texas or the United
States.
B. Locationasthesiteofasig
niflcant historical event
C. Identification with a person
or persons who significantly
contributed to the culture and
development of the city.
D. Exemplification of the cul
tural, economic, social or
historical heritage of the city
E. Portrayal of the environment
of a group of people in an era
of histoiy characterized by a
distinctive architectural style
F. Embodiment of distinguishing
characteristics of an architectural
type or specimen

I
H. Embodiment of elements of
architectural design, detail,
materials or craftsmanship
which represent a significant
architectural innovation
I. Relationship to other distinc
tive buildings, sites or areas
which are eligible for pres
ervation according to a plan
based on historic, cultural or
architectural motif
3. Unique location of singular
physical characteristics
representing an established
and familiar visual feature
of a neighborhood, commun
ityorthecity
K. Archaeological value in that it
has produced or can be expected
to produce data affecting
theories of historic or prehistoric
L. Value as an aspect of community
sentiment or public pride

G. Identification as the work of an
architect or master builder whose
individual work has influenced
the development of the city
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Recommendation
The Designation Task Force requests
the Landmark Commission to deem
this nominated landmark meritorious
of designation as outlined in Chapter
51 and Chapter 5lA, Dallas Develop
ment Code
Further, the Designation Task Force
endorses the Preservation Criteria,
policy recommendations and landmark
boundary as presented by the Depart
ment of Planning and Development
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